OUR KIND OF HISTORY LESSON

VENICE’S

PERFUMEDPAST
(and present)

Venice’s fragrant star is once again in its ascendancy, reports
JO FAIRLEY, who shares the city’s fascinating
(and too little-known) perfumed history
WHEN WE THINK OF the global
epicentre of perfumery, Provence’s
hilltop town of Grasse generally springs
to mind. Germany’s Cologne played
its part, too, where the first ‘eau de’
was concocted way back in 1799. Yet
long before either of these places
were a twinkle in the eye of perfumers
and purveyors of ingredients, Venice
reigned as the undisputed perfume
capital of the world.
With lucrative trade routes fanning
out from this most entrepreneurial of
cities, Venice’s very fortunes were built
on dressing the rich in silken damask
robes, adorning their wrists, necks
and fingers with gold and gems, and
scenting not only their bodies but their
homes, clothing and even shoes.
It all kicked off when the daughter
of a Byzantine nobleman married
Giovanni, the son of the Venetian ruler
Doge Pietro Orseolo II (991-1009),
sealing the already-cosy relationship
between the worlds of Byzantium
and Venice. And boy, was Maria
Argyropoulos a ’fumehead of the first

order. The stench of the Dark Ages
gave way to something infinitely more
exquisitely uplifting, following Maria’s
arrival. (She also popularised the use of
the fork, for which we should probably
all be eternally grateful – see right.)
Perfumery was already wellestablished in the Byzantine empire,
with raw materials making their way
to Constantinople from Babylon,
Alexandria, Damascus, Cyprus and
Persia. In the Byzantine world, perfume
was considered mystical, almost
supernatural, connected to the spirit.
At that point it was more often burned
as incense – the word ‘perfume’, of
course, coming from the Latin, per
fumum, or ‘through smoke’. But Maria
Argyropoulos’s use of home fragrance
was so lavish, it seems to have gone
beyond religious devotion.
By 1200, Venice was an incredibly
powerful centre of trade. The routes
were known as ‘Mude’ (say it moo-day),
with the Republic of Venice sponsoring
countless seaborne trade missions.
Ships returned home laden with

There was something
about Maria...
‘The doge of Venice had a wife
who came from the City of
Constantinople. She lived so
luxuriously, so delicately, and
she was to say not only careful
but also attentive to relaxing
with luxury that she disdained
washing herself with ordinary
water. Her servants collected
rainwater in every way, so that
they could provide her with a
sufficiently elaborate bath. She
did not touch food with her
hands, but it was cut for her into
small pieces by her eunuchs. She
brought her food to her mouth
with a golden two-pronged
instrument. Her room was so
perfumed with every kind of
incense and aroma that it stank…’
Written by Saint Peter Damian
(1007-1073)
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It’s all about
the bottiglia
Venetians have been making glass
for over 1500 years, with factories
existing as far back as the 8th
Century. The same links with the
Middle East which were so important
for the establishment of the perfume
trade played a part in upskilling
Venetian glassmakers, who learned
from their more technically advanced
counterparts in Syria and Egypt.
To avoid the risk of fire sweeping
through a city that is fundamentally
built of wood, factories were moved
to the nearby island of Murano in the
13th Century. Of course, among the
other vessels and decorative items
the artisans created were perfume
bottles and phials, so complementary
to the work of the perfumers just
a few miles away in Venice itself,
to protect those precious essences
and make them portable. Its golden
age was the 16th Century, with 28
furnaces in action, attracting visits
from princes, generals, cardinals and
even the Queen of France. (To avoid
Murano glassblowers being tempted
away to work in Austria, England or
France, they were threatened with
execution upon departure.)
Today, alas, numbers have
dwindled to less than 1,000
glassmakers in Murano, as the price
of Venetian artisan glass in most
cases puts it out of reach of all but the
wealthy, and trade has dwindled.
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spices, perfume ingredients, incense,
silks and precious gems and metals,
sourced along the Asia’s Silk Road and
the countries of North Africa. In the
talented hands of Venetian craftsmen,
these were transformed into lavish
and incredibly desirable goods and
shipped to connoisseurs of luxury
across Europe.
Venice’s coffers swelled. And
competing with the aroma of the city’s
lagoon and canals (into which sewage
drained directly), the air began to be
filled with spices like black pepper,
cinnamon and nutmeg, all manner
of resins, aromatics like lemon balm
and hyssop and animalic notes of
musk, ambergris and civet, along with
precious oudh.
Sailing was Venice’s lifeblood.
Everything that was bought, sold,
built, eaten or made had to come by
ship. The timber for panelling and to
hold up roofs, the metal to be forged
into anchors and nails or beaten into
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Saoneri refined and popularised it at a
time when, astonishingly, washing was
considered insalubrious or even sinful
in many parts of the civilised world.
Even today, street names like the ‘Calle
dei Saoneri’ reference the city’s soapmaking heritage. (And Venetians are
still pretty cheesed off that Marseilles
subsequently, naughtily, staked its own
claim as soap capital of the universe.)
And dirty...? Because a central
ingredient in Venetian perfumery was
the allegedly aphrodisiac musk – to
the point where perfumers actually
became known as muschiere. Natural
musk is now outlawed, of course, but
this was centuries before conservationslash-animal-cruelty organisations
rightly kicked up a stink (appropriately
enough) about musk production, with
the perfume industry moving to the
use of synthetics in response.
In Venice, musk was literally worth
its weight in gold. Lord knows what
the boats returning with cargo that

Venetians are still pretty cheesed off today
that Marseilles naughtily staked its own claim
as soap capital of the universe

fine sheets of precious gold or silver
to guild the frames for Renaissance
paintings. The hemp for ropes. The
fish and the vegetables for dinner,
the flour for the morning bread. No
wonder the city produced one of the
great seafaring explorers of all time,
superstar Marco Polo, who returned
triumphant from discovering China
in 1271 armed with insights into that
country’s botanicals and cultural
customs (including care of the body).
These he wrote down in his Book of
the Marvels of the World, or Il Milione,
a classic of travel literature even today,
and at the time, an important reference
and inspiration for Venice’s burgeoning
perfumery trade.
By 1400, Venice was both squeakyclean and really rather dirty. Clean,
because Venetians became expert at
producing high-quality white soap, of
the type we still love today. Sure, they
didn’t completely invent soap itself,
but the members of the Corporation of
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included these silky sacs must have
smelled like. When not in use by the
Venetian navy, the city’s galleys, or
nave sottile (‘thin ships’) would be
pressed into merchant service to bring
back high value cargoes that included
an astonishing range of fragrant spices,
oils and animalic ingredients destined
for the pulse-points of the perfumelovers. Ships’ crews also liked to boost
their earnings with a little side hustle in
trading precious animal ingredients.
Many of the muschiere set up
shop on or near the Rialto Bridge.
The present stone bridge replaced
a wooden version, to a design by
Antonio da Ponte, and for centuries,
the Rialto was one of the world’s
premier luxury shopping areas, a
magnet for discerning perfumeseekers. Today, packed with selfiestick-wielding tourists, the bridge can
be a bit of a nightmare to navigate, its
countless boutiques and stores selling
everything from t-shirts and fridge

Top: a pamphlet
on how to make
fragrance, from
1555. Top right:
a Venetian ‘thin
ship’ sailing
boat, of the type
which ferried
exotic ingredients
back to the city,
unloading on the
dock. ABOVE:
Marco Polo,
the city’s most
famous explorer.
Above centre:

musk deer.
Above right: a
portrait of one
of Venice’s many
courtesans. Right:
The Rialto Bridge,
for centuries
Venice’s centre of
perfume-making
and retail

Top left and top
right: recreations
of a perfume
workshop
at Palazzo
Mocenigo. Top
centre: painting
of a perfume
seller. Above left:
The Merchant
of Venice’s shop
near La Fenice.
Above centre:
MoV’s beautiful
Imperial Emerald
perfume, in its

peacock bottle.
Above right: a
perfumer’s organ.
Far left: The man
responsible for
reviving Venice’s
fragrant history,
Marco Vidal.
Left: exquisite
essences from
The Merchant of
Venice in Murano
glass phials
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magnets emblazoned with gondolas
through to exquisite gilded masks
and frames, marbled stationery and
jewellery. But even now, there’s one
last perfumery left on the Rialto, by the
name of Franco, which you can read
about on p.XX, its location a link with
the bridge’s scented past.
A muschieri’s perfume formulations
were closely-guarded secrets – the
better to tempt the wealthy, the
aristocracy and royalty to spend,
spend, spend at that particular
perfumer’s boutique, rather than
heading to his nearby rivals. But so
fascinated had the public become by
this new fad for perfume and beauty
products that recipe books began to
appear on the market sharing these
‘secrets’, some stolen, some perhaps
leaked on the basis that all publicity is
good publicity and the chances were
that in reality, the amateur wasn’t going
to get very far with the DIY versions
of perfumes and cosmetics. (Poultices
of veal to whiten the skin, anyone? Or
maybe a paste of cat dung, soft bread
and vinegar, if that remedy doesn’t do
the trick?)
The most famous of these tomes
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and camphor to keep plague at bay.
Today, a popular Venetian mask
design to be found in one of the city’s
many Carnival-focused boutiques
recreates the sinister beaked style worn
by Venetian doctors. The beak would
be filled with herbs and cotton soaked
in vinegar, as they believed this would
purify the air they breathed and protect
them. Objects that came into contact
with sick people had to be burned –
though not jewels, which were instead
disinfected with perfume. Plague, it
later emerged, was the downside of
that lucrative seaborne trade. Now
thought to have originated in Egypt, it
made its way to the Republic via rats
and fleas, which hitch-hiked on those
precious merchant cargoes.
In a later outbreak, the Black
Death of 1630-31, actual protective
fragrance recipes were published, in
the hope of containing contagion. The
Duke of Savoy’s personal physician
recommended frequent sniffs of a ball,
‘useful at all times of year’, soaked
with a blend from roses, violets,
frankincense, Storax calamita, nutmeg,
myrrh, mastic, ambergris, benzoin,
camphor, agarwood, labdanum,

Ships’ crews also liked to boost their
earnings with a little side hustle in trading animal
ingredients like musk, civet and amber
is Notandissimi Secreti dell’Arte
Profumatoria, published in Venice in
1555 and containing over 300 recipes,
from perfuming the body and the
house, to the art of scenting laundry
and leather, including gloves.
And then came the plague. There
had been 22 outbreaks between
1361 and 1528 (one even killed the
doge, Venice’s head of state), but the
plague of 1576-1577 wiped out 50,000
people in Venice – almost a third of the
population. Fragrance, however, even
came into its own here, playing a role
in fighting this devastating sickness
– or at least, that’s what Venetians
believed, convinced that plague was
caused by atmospheric putrefaction.
Doctors and other health practitioners
recommended keeping away from
southern and eastern winds, and the
burning of sandalwood, frankincense
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wormwood and tragacanth gum,
dissolved in rose water.
Awareness of mortality tends to do
one of two things. First, to deepen
religious devotion, perhaps at least
partly in the hope of securing an
eternal afterlife surrounded by cherubs
and clouds and angelic flutes, rather
than being consumed by the fires
of hell. Others, however, become
ever more decadent, determined to
squeeze every last moment of pleasure
out of life on earth while they still can.
Perhaps as a reflection of this, in the
16th Century, Venice is said to have
had some 20,000 prostitutes, who were
openly tolerated not least because
taxes on the sex trade were enough
to run a dozen warships. Courtesans
were at the top end of the market, their
company among of the city’s greatest
luxuries. As English traveller Thomas

Leonardo da Vinci
– a perfume genius
As if painting the Mona Lisa,
conceptualising an early aeropolane
and a parachute, and figuring out
the proportions of the human body
weren’t enough, Leonardo da Vinci
played a key role in the development
of modern perfumery. He invented
the process of maceration and
extraction, using solvents to extract
essences. This summer, 500 years
after his birth, an exhibition at
Venice’s Mocenigo Palace Museum
showcased Leonardo’s talent for
organising parties, designing
clothes and even inventing fabrics,
jewellery and perfume, making him
the first – and surely the ultimate –
‘Renaisssance Man’.
Coryat wrote in 1608, the bedroom
of his courtesan hostess, Margarita
Emiliana, was bedecked in perfumed
textiles, while being strewn with
musical instruments (often a sign of
debauchery).
Not only courtesans but fashionable
Venetian women, meanwhile, bared
their breasts to reveal nipples rouged
with concoctions produced alongside
the perfumes with which they drenched
themselves and their clothing.
Casanova was far from the only playboy
in town and Venice had basically
become party central.
By the 1700s, the decline of the
Most Serene Republic of Venice was
evident. In 1784, a politically influential
figure by the name of Andrea Tron
observed bitterly that trade, Venice’s
backbone, ‘is falling into final
collapse… We are despoiled of
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SYRIAN
TRADE ROUTE
l Labdanum
l Liquid styrax
l Saffron
l Rosa Rugbinosa – sweet-brier
l Balsamodendron mukul – a gum

resin
l Prunus Mahaleb – a type of cherry
tree with fragrant seeds

EGYPTIAN
TRADE ROUTE
l Myrrh
l Jasmine
l Saffron
l Nigella Damascena – producing

a fragrant oil described by one
contemporary perfumer as ‘one of
the most beautiful fragrance oils I’ve
ever experienced, with notes of warm
honey, stewed apple, mimosa, peach
and apple’
l Cyperus rotundus a.k.a. cypriol or
nagarmotha
l Amomum Melegueta – the oil of
this spice is known as ‘Grains of
Paradise’

THE BLACK SEA/
CONSTANTINOPLE TRADE
ROUTE
l Musk
l Civet
l Styrax benzoin
l Nutmeg
l Mace
l Saussurea Lappa Clarke – known in

perfumery as costus (which Guerlain’s
Thierry Wasser describes as having a
smell ‘like an oily scalp’)

our substance, and not a shadow of
our ancient merchants is to be found
among our citizens or our subjects.
Capital is lacking, not in the nation,
but in commerce. It is used to support
effeminacy, excessive extravagance,
idle spectacles, pretentious
amusements and vice, instead of
supporting and increasing industry
which is the mother of good morals,
virtue, and of essential natural trade.’
Pleasure, it seems, had triumphed
over industry and piety, and with only
13 ships left to defend itself, just a
handful of which were sea-ready,
Venice was ill-equipped to defend
itself against a declaration of war by
Napoleon, on 1st May 1797. Few were
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Fragrance came into its own, playing a
role in fighting the plague – or at least, that’s
what Venetians believed
beating a path to the doors of the
muschieri, to stock up on perfume,
after that, and it’s the collapse of those
scented shopkeepers and the traders
who supplied them with ingredients
which almost certainly explains why
Venice was all but written out of
the fragrance history books. (Not to
mention Wikipedia, which fails to
devote a single line to Venice’s central
role in perfumery.) Time moved on.
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Memories are short.
But happily, largely down to the
energy and efforts of one man, Marco
Vidal, Venice’s important place in
perfume history is once again being
recognised and celebrated. The Vidal
family is today the most prominent
Venetian perfumery family, the legacy
of Angelo Vidal who established Vidal
Profumi, dedicated to the production
and trade of soaps, spices and colonial

THE TUNIS TRADE ROUTE
l Myrtle
l Oregano
l Sandalwood
l Frassinella Dictamnus – a citrus oil
l Pistacia Lentiscus – known as

lentisque

THE MOROCCO/SOUTHERN
SPAIN
TRADE ROUTE
l Tyrpentine
l Rosemary
l Orange flower
l Sandalwood
l Summer savory
l Sweet clover

THE BARCELONA/MARSEILLES
COAST TRADE ROUTE
l Lavender
l Damask rose
l Lemon balm
l Philadelphus Coronarius – better

known as mock orange
l Calamintha nepeta – a type of mint

THE WATER ROUTE
Known as the Muda di Fiandra, this
was the route for reaching the North
of Europe – an all-important market for
Venetian wares, including for perfume

goods from Asia. He also set up a
perfumery workshop at the Palazzo
Mocenigo, now home to the city’s
perfume museum. Although that
original company was sold, Vidal
family members went on to establish
Mavive, which very successfully
distributes Maürer & Wirtz (including
the legendary 4711 Cologne), Police
fragrances, Cristiano Ronaldo’s
signature scents and more.
In 2014, inspired by his passion for
Venice, its artisans and for perfume
(which I’ve a hunch also flows in his
veins), great-grandson Marco Vidal
established a new Venetian perfume
house, The Merchant of Venice,
determined to put the city he loves

and lives in, and its scented heritage,
back on the world stage. Its most
beautiful flacons are doing their bit to
revive that Murano glass trade and the
brand now has its own trade routes to
ritzy perfumeries and stores around
the world. TMoV’s success in the city of
its birth has enabled it to restore two
stunning centuries-old apothecaries,
reopening them as stunning flagship
stores that attract perfume-lovers and
regular tourists alike.
It’s Mavive whose patronage,
meanwhile, that we also have to thank
for the opening of the five rooms
dedicated to Venice’s perfume history,
on the first floor of the Gothic Palazzo
Mocenigo. The basement also houses

Marco’s collection of rare perfume
books and treatises, many of which are
centuries old, which can be accessed
by scent scholars.
Venice never fails to bring visitors
under is spell. The city’s history is right
there, as you turn every corner. And
having spent several days immersing
myself in its fragrant past (not to
mention spraying my clothes and body
with so many perfumes that they could
probably smell me from the other side
of the lagoon), I can tell you that a
visit to Venice to learn more about its
scented heritage should be right at the
top of every perfume-lover’s bucket list.
At Christmas, or indeed at any other
time of year.
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